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vAbstract
SURGING SEEPAGE: A TRIPLE BOND ACCRETION SYSTEM
By JACQUELINE BROWN, MFA
A THESIS submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of MASTER
OF FINE ARTS at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2008
Major Director:  Lydia Thompson
Assistant Professor, Craft/Material Studies Department
          My current work revels in a state of flux.  I strive for the work to be electrically
charged, conveying a feverish sense of immediacy and vitality that implies motion and
frenetic energy. The work is an accretion of brightly colored biomorphic forms that extend
out from the wall and onto the floor. Viscous parts ooze and drip while others are globular
and bulbous. The hyper-organic forms suggest a paradoxical state of both ripening and
rotting, becoming and unbecoming. The work is an attempt to traverse between seemingly
divergent constructs, some of which include: growth and decay, the artificial and the
natural, the body and the landscape, the infinite and the miniscule, and the real and the
imagined. I intend for the works to be suggestive of mutation, of systems becoming cross-
wired and melting into each other.
1Chronology
During my first semester of graduate school I was using the figure in an effort to
create psychologically charged works.  I frequently engaged in vigorous drawing activity,
approaching the surface while holding multiple implements at the same time.  I was
striving for the lines to pulse with a sense of immediacy and vitality. I became increasingly
obsessed with conveying frenetic energy.  An interest that is still a driving force in my
current work.
In conjunction with drawing I was sculpting contorted bodies with extenuated
limbs, rendering their hands and feet in careful detail. Only a few inches in height the
fragile figures were poised in animated gesture. Thinking of them as specimens, I was
fascinated by the way in which their small stature required close inspection and made them
seem bug-like.  In contrast to this line of inquiry I built two figures to actual human scale.
I was curious how a drastic shift in size would alter the affect of the figures.
During this early stage the drawings possessed a sense of uninhibited fluidity and
vigor that I felt was lacking in the sculptures.  In an attempt to synthesize my two-
dimensional use of line with my three-dimensional rendering of form I began adapting
traditional approaches of relief sculpting.  I began by drawing directly onto the walls of my
studio and then sculpted parts that could be mounted onto the wall drawings. In addition I
placed small figures onto large tiles in order to create a surface on which I could then draw.
2Using graphite to reiterate the outline of the figures I added repetitive lines, distorting the
silhouette of the body, and implying a sense of movement. In some cases the drawn lines
activated the figures with a sense of agitation and writhing while others conveyed a calmer
rippling effect.
The transition from drawn line to sculpted form was still disjointed and the shift
from one to the other needed additional linkage. Working toward that goal, I began
flattening figures built out of solid clay by rolling them through a slab roller. I was
fascinated by the resulting line quality and the transformation of the pieces from three
dimensions to two dimensions. I layered multiple limbs and hands onto the bodies in an
attempt to suggest movement as though the bodies were frozen in a state of frenzy.
Parallel to my use of graphite on the tiles, the flattening of the numerous extremities
created a pulsing reiteration of line.  Since the lines were created through compression they
possessed more depth and dimension than could be achieved through the use of graphite.
Combining sculpted form and drawn line with the compressed line developed a process of
layering that allowed me to bridge the gap between my studio practices.
Since I was relying heavily on the use of the figure the work seemed to be asking
for some kind of narrative that would contextualize the figures in a time and place.  I
staged the figures in a miniature setting of rickety playground equipment that I sculpted
out of porcelain.  The most interesting aspects of this approach were the eerie shadows that
the pieces cast and the precarious sense of balance.  Ultimately, this literal attempt felt
forced and it became increasingly clear that my interest was not in developing narrative.  I
began to seek other ways to examine human experience and question my use of the human
3body.  How could I represent the figure without literally depicting the body?  How much of
the body could I remove and still convey its presence? Should I be using the body at all?
I became interested in exploring skin as a protective layer that is simultaneously
living and dying, both becoming and unbecoming.  Every night I sleep under my grandmas
handmade afghan and I began thinking of this as an artificial skin.  I cut up an old afghan
and dipped the pieces into porcelain slip.  The pieces of blanket burned away in the firing
process leaving the ceramic shells behind.  The residual pieces possessed an
anthropomorphic quality, which I found to exist somewhere between skin and bone.
For my candidacy review I approached the installation of the porcelain pieces as
though drawing with the parts.  I spread the pieces on the floor and meticulously arranged
them into one large mass.  The piled forms sprawled tenuously across the floor like a
crumbling carcass. My hope was for the work to exist somewhere between growth and
decay.  Ultimately the configuration evoked a stronger sense of disintegration and lacked
the vitality I sought.
Figure 1 Untitled, 2007.
4My departure from a literal depiction of the figure marked a major turning point in
both my thinking and approach to making.  This shift toward abstraction has allowed me to
draw in space and has provided the underlying foundation for my thesis investigation. The
work I am making now is a continuation of the investigation I began during the candidacy
installation.  I am engaged in an on-going resurrection of those parts, which I have pulled
up off the floor, placed onto the wall and gradually restored to life through the integration
of color and material.
 The first step toward exhuming the parts led me to produce the work titled,
Gravitational Pull. I selected specific pieces from the large floor installation and
reconfigured them on a wall, reasserting their natural relationship to gravity.  The wall was
painted blue in an effort to contrast the white of the porcelain and enhance the presence of
the forms. The texture of the forms became more visible and the bumpy skin-like exterior
was more evident.  Concurrently referencing bone and cloud the piece attempts to generate
tension between weight and weightlessness, between being rigid and implying fluidity.
Figure 2 Untitled, 2007.
5I began gradually incorporating other materials into the work. In a series of wall
pieces I started with a ceramic shell as the base, which I then augmented by adding various
materials and color.  In the first piece I poured plaster into the open areas of the ceramic. I
was interested in the relation between materials and the idea of response, where one thing
is forced to react to the other.  I then added broken ceramic shards and wires using
moldable resin. I began surfacing the pieces with a subtle application of color, primarily
using acrylic and watercolor washes. These experiments have led to an extensive material
investigation propelling my current work into a bold cacophony of color and material.
Figure 3 Writhing Residue, 2007.
6Methodology
Experimentation plays a vital role in my current studio practice.  Some of
the materials I incorporate into the works include ceramic, enamel, epoxy, foam, metal,
nylon, paint, plaster, plastic, resin, rubber and wood.   Each component is assembled into a
distinct entity before being combined into a larger assemblage. This process involves the
mass-production of parts whose relationships are then selectively determined and
intuitively transformed.  Once the larger configuration is assembled I spend additional time
making carefully considered formal decisions and further integrating each part into the
whole.
Figure 4 Symbiotic System, 2007.
7The ceramic pieces are made through a process of dipping organic matter into
liquid slip. The slip I use contains a high percentage of the refractory material Kyanite as
well as cotton linters. These additives help reduce cracking as the slip shrinks around the
drying forms.  The recipe I use was designed by Victor Spinski and consists of the
following components: Fireclay 28%, Kyanite 20%, Gold Art 18%, OM4 Ball Clay 10%,
XX Sagger 10%, F-4 Feldspar 7%, Wollastonite 5%, Bentonite 2%. To each one hundred
pound batch add approximately one cup of a liquid deflocculant, approximately one
handful of nylon fibers, and approximately two handfuls of cotton linter pulp.
I produce the initial forms by tying together bunches of newspaper, twine, reed,
yarn, cardboard and cotton.  These are then dipped in thick slip and hung to dry.  The
weight of the wet slip causes the forms to sag and the resulting pieces indicate the pull of
gravity.  The pieces are then fired to cone 1, which is 2079 degrees Fahrenheit.  During
this process the combustible materials burn away leaving a residual ceramic shell.
I manufacture additional forms using a variety of materials and unconventional
techniques some of which include: pouring expandable foam into plastic bags or nylon that
has been stretched with wire and wooden dowels, pouring plaster into balloons and
pouring sheets of plastic onto parchment paper that is then crumpled.  I coat extensive
amounts of wire in water-based resin, which allows me to obtain variations of three-
dimensional line.  I build up surfaces primarily through the use of paint but also by
applying coats of plastic, resin and rubber.
These processes derive a multitude of forms where each material contributes
distinct attributes and diversifies the visual language I employ.  However, the materials
8often mimic each other and it can be difficult to distinguish each substance in the final
result.
9Sources
Artist Sources
Throughout the course of my graduate career I have been introduced to
many artists whose interests relate to my own. Judy Pfaff, Petah Coyne, Sofi Zezmer, Lee
Bul and Matthew Ritchie are among the artists whose work has been particularly
stimulating and thought provoking.
Initially, the work of Judy Pfaff appealed to my desire to draw in space and I was
thrilled to discover the depth of her work.  Her sprawling installations animate the space
with frenetic energy.  There is an uninhibited sense of movement and complexity to the
works, which ride the line between complete pandemonium and systematic order.
According to Pfaff, “We live in an unsettled, unstable world, it is raucous and staccato and
an installation with its total openness allows me to plunge into the spacey void and edit the
chaos into a dramatic and sensual environment.”1
Full of playful intrigue Pfaff’s works allow for an unlimited range of interpretation.
The energetic lines and forms become root systems, expansive landscapes, cosmic maps
and stretch the limits of imagination. She pulls the viewer into an abstract world that is
simultaneously infinite and miniscule. In her recent installation All of the Above, lines
move through the air like weather systems or electrical wiring.  A light bulb seems like a
lonely star, the tiered circular forms become strange spinning landmasses, some suggestive
of black holes.  The entire room is buzzing with vigor that references the way things grow,
move and expand on both micro and macro levels.  The materials she chooses reference
                                                
1 Judy Pfaff, http://www.ricegallery.org/new/exhibition/alloftheabove.html.
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circuitry, light and power further emphasizing an energetic charge and suggesting an
underlying foundation to the construction of the living universe.
            
Figure 5 Judy Pfaff, …all of the above, 2007
Petah Coyne ‘reconfigures the organic.’2  Many of her works appeal to my interests
in gravitational pull and implied motion.  An early work, Whirlwind, is an invigorated
mass of line and form, a writhing vortex that is drawing everything into a central point.
According to Petah Coyne a vital aspect of her work is the "the intersection between order
and chaos, accident and control.”3  She aims for “perfection but is willing to allow for
imperfection.”4  Her distinctly rich and luscious works are transient and cocoon like,
suggesting a state of chrysalis.  Coyne uses wax to transform artificial flowers, bows and
ribbons.  The layers of wax evoke a sense of weight, tying the works to the physical world.
The wax becomes a viscous skin, an exterior that does not allow us to know what
                                                                                                                                                   
2 Petah Coyne, Above and Beneath the Skin, Buffalo, NY: Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 2005.
3 Coyne, 107.
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lies beneath.  The suspended forms are suggestive of large bells hanging, or stalactites,
even chandeliers.  The pieces exist somewhere between the organic and the man-made, the
recognizable and the unfamiliar.
                        
Figure 6 Petah Coyne, Whirlwind, 1989.
Sofi Zezmer uses synthetic materials to construct seemingly biological organisms.
She is concerned with our increasing dependence on technology and these forms suggest
some kind of mutated genetic growth. Formally composing straws, q-tips, badminton
                                                                                                                                                   
4 Coyne, 107.
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shuttlecocks, dental mirrors and other brightly colored plastic objects she transforms the
recognizable into strange specimens.
             
Figure 7 Sofi Zezmer, Nel-Lux Pink LS1, 2005.
Lee Bul’s disconcerting sculptures are both beautiful and monstrous.  Some
mutated organisms loom in the air like bizarre sea creatures or viral outgrowths. The cyber
organisms exist between the physical and the virtual, comprising a simulated
reconfiguration of the organic and the technological.
                       
Figure 8 Lee Bul, Amaryllis, 1999.
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Matthew Ritchie’s extraordinary landscapes are teeming with life. The fluid
imagery suggests molecules and synapses bursting in all directions, systems of growth
expanding wildly out of control.  He questions the order of the universe and the limitations
of a physical existence. His paintings heed no boundaries, swarming across the walls and
bursting into the space.  The works suggest an overwhelming complexity that is beyond
full comprehension.
Figure 9 Matthew Ritchie, Going South, 2007.
There are many underlying dualities appearing throughout the works of these artists
some of which include: chaos and order, creation and destruction, the real and the
imagined, the known and the unknown. Many of the works reference biomorphic systems
and organisms, some of which are hyper-realized and suggest some mutation of natural
processes. These artists think in abstraction, traversing between the artificial and the
natural on both microscopic and macroscopic levels.
Additional artists whose works I find both conceptually and aesthetically engaging
are: Andrea Cohen, Thomas Demand, Roxy Paine, and Sarah Sze.  Through a wide array
14
of works these artists traverse between the artificial and the natural, and the real and the
imagined.
Literary Sources
Specific books that I have read during graduate school have been particularly
compelling and are worth noting.   The most significant authors that come to mind are
Oliver Sacks, Alan Lightman, and Brian Greene.
The writings of Oliver Sacks became pivotal during my first semester of graduate
study.  His book, The Man Who Mistook his Wife for a Hat, fueled my interest in the
frenetic and my fascination with perception.  In the heartfelt stories of people with so-
called ‘deficits’ I found a world rich with humanity and the intensity of living. Through the
lives of atypical individuals, Sacks offers compelling insights into the human condition and
the brains remarkable capacity for adaptation.  In, An Anthropologist on Mars, Sacks
eloquently states that “While one may be horrified by the ravages of developmental
disorder or disease, one may sometimes see them as creative too – for if they destroy
particular paths, particular ways of doing things, they may force the nervous system into
making other paths and ways, force on it an unexpected growth and evolution.”5
In Alan Lightman’s book Einstein’s Dreams, time is a malleable substance and
there are an infinite number of possible worlds.  Through slight changes in the function of
time Lightman leads the reader from one altered reality to the next. The real and the
imagined become blurred and at times are so intertwined that one is indistinguishable from
                                                
5 Oliver Sacks, An Anthropologist on Mars: Seven Paradoxical Tales, (Vintage Books, 1996) Preface xvi.
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the other. The inhabitants of each world are afflicted by the condition of time and he uses
these hypothetical worlds to comment profoundly on the human condition.
He begins suggesting that we “suppose time is a circle, bending back on itself.”6 In
the next hypothetical world “time has three dimensions, like space. At every point of
decision, the world splits into three.”7 He describes a “scaffold of time, stretching across
the universe”8 and asks that we “consider a world in which cause and effect are erratic.9”
He describes a place where “each section of the village is fastened to a different time.
Hypothetically time might be smooth or rough, prickly or silky, hard or soft.  But in this
world, the texture of time happens to be sticky.”10
 In another possible world “No thing is out of place.  When waves of water splash
against the shore, the shore rebuilds itself.”11  He describes a world “where time stands
still. Raindrops hang motionless in the air.  Pendulums of clocks float mid-swing. From
this place, time travels outward in concentric circles – at rest at the center, slowly picking
up speed at greater diameters.”12  He urges the reader to “Imagine a world in which there is
no time. Only images.”13 He vividly describes the freeze frame existence and “a world
without memory” as “ a world of the present.”14
Lightman continues to suggest infinite new manifestations of time.  He depicts “a
world of changed plans, of sudden opportunities, of unexpected visions.  For in this world,
                                                
6 Alan Lightman, Einstein’s Dreams, (Vintage Books, 2004) 6.
 7 Lightman, 16.
 8 Lightman, 25.
 9 Lightman, 29.
10 Lightman, 47.
11 Lightman, 50.
12 Lightman, 53.
13 Lightman, 57.
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time flows not evenly but fitfully.”15  In the next instance “a man or a woman suddenly
thrust into this world would have to dodge house and building. For all is in motion.”16 His
descriptions are evocative, detailing the light and color, the objects and the feeling of each
imagined world, which is slightly askew from our own.
In Brian Greene’s recent book, The Fabric of the Cosmos, he discusses the most
recent scientific discoveries regarding time and space.  According to Greene, “Not only
can a strange and unfamiliar reality arise from the fertile imagination of science fiction, but
one may also emerge from the cutting edge of modern physics.”17  He suggests that
“We’ve so far glimpsed but a meager slice of reality”18 and that “In our own era we
encounter inflationary cosmology’s gratifying insights into time’s arrow, string theory’s
rich assortment of extra spatial dimensions, M-theory’s radical suggestion that the space
we inhabit may be but a sliver floating in a grander cosmos, and the current wild
speculation that the universe may be nothing more than a cosmic hologram.”19
                                                                                                                                                   
14 Lightman, 57.
15 Lightman, 67.
16 Lightman, 69.
17 Brian Greene, The Fabric of the Cosmos: Space, Time, and the Texture of Reality, New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 2005, Preface x.
18 Brian Greene, 18.
19 Brian Greene, Preface x.
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Thesis
My current work revels in a state of flux. The work is an accretion of brightly
colored biomorphic forms that extend out from the wall and onto the floor. Viscous parts
ooze and drip while others are globular and bulbous as though swelling and bubbling up.
Within these forms areas of breakage and cracking allude to an ongoing process of
deterioration and decay. The hyper-organic forms suggest a paradoxical state of both
ripening and rotting.  Simultaneously accumulating and eroding the forms are both
becoming and unbecoming.
Figure 10 Untitled, 2007.
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 Figure 11 Surging Seepage: A triple Bond Accretion System, 2008
The work suggests a disconcerting feeling of weight and weightlessness as some
components trickle down, while others crawl defiantly upward. Linear elements reach out
into space, undulating between forms to suggest movement and expansion. Additional
linear components imply a more structured system of growth and accrue rigidly like
haphazard scaffolding.  In many areas there is tension in the space between the parts, as the
pieces seem to be reaching towards each other or pulling away in retraction.
The colors are bright hues of blue, green, orange, pink and yellow.  Despite a few
areas of solid red the exact tints and blends are somewhat elusive and add to the transient
quality of the forms. The shadows become a muted color of their own and their presence is
an integral component to the work, which further activates the space and enhances the
sense of restlessness. I strive for the work to feel electrically charged, conveying a feverish
sense of immediacy and vitality that implies motion and frenetic energy.
19
Figure 12 Surging Seepage: A triple Bond Accretion System, Side View, 2008.
Despite the absurdity of the hyper-realistic colors and forms the work possesses a
quality of believability, which links it to the physical world.  Many people respond to the
associative value within the forms and attempt to place the work somewhere between the
body and the natural world.  I am intrigued by the place between geological and biological
processes where they become entangled and the line between these constructs becomes
blurred. I intend for the works to be suggestive of mutation, of systems becoming cross-
wired and melting into each other.
20
Figure 13 Detail, 2008.
An emerging sub-current within the work is the tension between attraction and
repulsion.  I aim for some aspects to be both enticing and repugnant. I am also interested in
exposing what lies beneath the surface and implying layers that have been removed to
reveal a pulsing underbelly.  Through the use of gooey and porous surfaces I attempt to
provide a sense that the work is alive.  I deliberately allow the parts to become worn and
cracked in my studio.  The gradual wear and tear adds an important sense of time to the
work and embeds the parts with an implied history.
21
 
Figure 14 Detail, 2008.
The material specificity of the work is as ambiguous as the forms themselves.  The
transformation of the materials I combine adds an important element of uncertainty to the
work.  By blending materials I can allow for a flight of imagination that is linked to the
physicality of this world but also moves beyond it.
Figure 15 Detail, 2008.
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The work attempts to address the complexity of the known world at both
macroscopic and microscopic levels.  Simultaneously infinite and minuscule the work is a
cosmic Petri dish full of strange organisms and outgrowths.  The overall composition can
be seen through the eyes of a giant or a fly, concurrently resembling a microbial growth
and a vast interstellar cosmos.  Zooming closer one discovers layer upon layer of detail,
Petri dish inside of Petri dish and microcosm on top of microcosm.
My work is poised between growth and decay, the artificial and the natural, the
body and the landscape, the infinite and the miniscule, and the real and the imagined.
Formally the work is also suspended between painting and sculpture.  In an effort to
synthesize these polarities I intend for the works to traverse between all of these bounds
and challenge the distinctions between these seemingly divergent constructs.
This work is primarily process driven and many of the decisions are made on a
formal basis. The nature of this approach has led to an on-going search for meaning and I
continue to grapple for a way to validate the intuitive and the abstract.  As I seek resolve I
find solace in a few of the books that I have read over the past two years.
I find myself returning to the stories of Oliver Sacks when I consider the idea of
mutation within my work.  Sacks eloquently captures the potential for biological
adaptation and even the possible advantages of disease: “For if they destroy particular
paths, particular ways of doing things, they may force the nervous system into making
23
other paths and ways, force on it an unexpected growth and evolution.”20  I strive for this
body of work to suggest a limitless potential for mutation, adaptation, and flux.
Figure 16 Detail, 2008.
When I ponder my works uncertain relationship to both time and gravity I am
reminded of the imagined worlds depicted by Alan Lightman in Einstein’s Dreams.
Moving erratically through conceptions of time he depicts a state of both becoming and
unbecoming, ripening and rotting.  In one description, “A mush brown peach is lifted from
the garbage and placed on a table to pinken.”21
                                                
20 Sacks, Preface xvi.
21 Lightman, 79.
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 Figure 17 Detail, 2008.
In another one of Lightman’s hypothetical worlds a “Flock of nightingales is time.
Time flutters and fidgets and hops with these birds.  They must watch time jump and fly
beyond reach. On those occasions when a nightingale is caught, the catchers delight in the
moment now frozen.”22 Perhaps this could also serve as a metaphor for my process, an on-
going attempt to catch a moment in time.
                                                
22 Lightman, 137.
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Figure 18 Untitled, 2008.
Brian Greene explains that according to superstring theory everything in the
universe is composed of tiny filaments, which vibrate at different frequencies.23 The idea
that everything is made of the same basic component relates directly to my current work
and is relevant not only to my blending of materials but also my cross-wiring of biological
processes.  Brian Greene asserts that, “By deepening our understanding of the true nature
of physical reality, we profoundly reconfigure our sense of ourselves and our experience of
                                                
23 Greene, 18.
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the universe.”24  My current work is an attempt to understand the fundamental structure of
the living universe through a relentless experimentation with material.
                                                
24 Greene, 5.
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